
A semi-guided meditation for core belief release

Once you have done a clearing process, especially a SEE clearing process, you may discover
some accusations that are particularly uncomfortable and pointed.  Usually these are like, "I am
unworthy," or "I would be shunned."  In order words, one word would suffice to describe the core
belief: 
C unworthy,
C shunned,
C bad,
C criminal,
C naughty,
C incompetent,
C alone,
the list goes on and on.  Not all these words apply to you, just a few.  Thus, the exercise that
follows must be customized to fit your particular core beliefs.  So I will give you some
instructions as to how to do this and go through it for you.

First determine what core belief you wish to address that is bothersome to you.  Determine also
what would be an appropriate replacement for this core belief.  Using the first example
"unworthy" one might choose "worthy" and a replacement.  Be sure that you recognize the
replacement may be used in the true statement starting with "I am."  In this example, "I am
worthy."  So now, you have the core belief, in this case "unworthy" and its replacement "worthy".

Verbalize the core belief by addressing it as if it were a person.  Say the following where the bell
rings,<high bell> ,will start the addressing of this core belief.  A high sounding bell, <high bell>,
will be a signal to say the core belief and a low sounding bell, <low bell>, will be the signal to
say the replacement.  For example, one might say to unworthy the following:
<high bell> "unworthy, I acknowledge you for the good that you have done for me in the past. 
You have allowed me to survive and overcome problems, but there are better methods that I
choose consciously.  You no long need to call me <high bell> unworthy,  for I am <low bell>
worthy just as I am.  <high bell> Unworthy your function is no longer needed, so you may go to
sleep and not return to instruct me how to react,  for I am <low bell> worthy just as I am." 

Repeat this over and over until you get a sense that you do believe the statement.  It is not
important what the exact words you use.  If you forget this long mantra, don't worry.  There are
two things you need to first determine:
C What is the name of the core belief and
C What is the replacement name for the core belief
Then there are three steps to the meditation:
C Acknowledging the core belief as being useful in the past
C Telling the core belief that it is no long needed and may go to sleep
C Telling the core belief what its replacement is.



Start of the meditation

I will now start a semi-guided meditation for you.  Repeat the words after me and when you hear
a high bell chime,<high bell> , say the core belief name.  When you hear a low bell,<low bell> ,
say the name of the replacement.

Do you have the name of the core belief and its replacement.  Good, lets begin.
<high bell><pause> I acknowledge you for the good that you have done for me in the
past.<pause>  You have allowed me to survive and overcome problems,<pause> but there are
better methods that I choose consciously.<pause>  You no long need to call me
<high bell><pause>,  for I am <low bell> just as I am.<pause>  <high bell> your function is no
longer needed,<pause> so you may go to sleep and not return to instruct me how to
react,<pause>  for I am <low bell> just as I am.


